Storyboard

Jeff’s Part

Frame 1
- Business woman walks into her apartment/house after a long stressful day at work and throws keys on counter, walks past blinking eyepiece
- picks it off the counter and puts it on… YAY… fall clothing line just came in at her favorite store (Banana Republic). It’s about time she treat herself to a nice de-stressing shop… so she grabs her device and goes out the door

Frame 2
- arrives and store and puts on the device

Frame 3
- she flicks the little remote switch and sets the filtering to the “fit” option from the three
- clothing begins to filter out with colored outline

Frame 4
- woman browses around store, seems some stuff that might fit, but it’s allllll too expensive
- the stuff is way too expensive for her liking so she takes the small keychain device again and changes the filtering to all three: fit, suggestions, and sales

Grace’s Part

Frame 5
- Finds more clothes after putting on all three filters
- Finds a particular piece of clothing she likes and “scans” it using finger method

Frame 6
- “tries” the clothing on in the augmented reality… Likes it but it’s a bit too expensive
- presses “save for later” button on handheld device so she can be alerted as to when it goes on sale

Frame 7
- Looks at some more filtered clothing
- Finds something else she likes that was a new “suggestion” by the computer based on precedence and such. She Likes it!.. It’s something different than what she’s used to, so it’s a good change.

Frame 8
- Check out process!
- Buys her stuff with the plug in/scanning option integrated into cash registers